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Abstract
The momentum distribution of the current carrying suprathermal electrons is determined from the
measurement of X mode transmission near the fundamental of the cyclotron frequency during
inductive and radio frequency current drive in the Versator II tokamak. The measurement of the
differential attenuation of radiation of two beams with finite and opposite N allows the separation of
the wave attenuation due to cyclotron absorption from that due to non-resonant mechanisms. It is
shown that such transmission measurements can be used to determine the part of the parallel
momentum distribution, which is asymmetric in p11, Fa(Pii) =. F(-p 1 ) - F(p11)). Measurements of
F(p1 j) and its time evolution generally agree with expectations, although T is found to be lower than
predicted by collisional theory in the inductively driven case.
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Introduction
The interaction of energetic electrons with electromagnetic radiation near the cyclotron harmonic
frequency in tokamaks is of wide interest for heating [1,2] and current generation [2,3,4], as well as
for diagnosing electron distributions [5,6,7]. Previous authors [7] have demonstrated absorption of
normally incident radiation on relativistic electrons at frequencies just below the cyclotron frequency.
In this paper the electron cyclotron absorption mechanism is investigated both theoretically and
experimentally for radiation oblique to the magnetic field in a tokamak. It is found that
measurements of the frequency dependent absorption provide a measure of the momentum distribution
of the energetic electron population. In particular, we have chosen to launch waves with a non-zero
value of the parallel index of refraction (Ni) in a plasma where the current is carried by weakly
relativistic electrons. In this case we find a nearly one to one correspondence between the absorption
at a particular frequency and the perpendicularly averaged distribution function F(p ) (= 2 J p
f(p,p 1 ) dp ) at a particular p1 as well as an independent measure of the refractive effects on the
transmitted ray amplitude. Experiments have been performed on the Versator II tokamak to measure
the momentum distribution of the energetic electron population that carries the current in low density
inductive discharges and in Lower Hybrid Current Driven (LHCD) discharges. Section II reviews the
theory of electron cyclotron absorption and refraction at frequencies below the electron cyclotron
frequency, oce' and develops the method for measuring F(p1 ). Section III describes the experimental
apparatus. Section IV presents the experimental results for refraction, absorption, and electron
momentum distributions and compares them with theory and with other fast particle measurements.
Conclusions are presented in Section V.
II. Theory of Wave Absorption Near a = o
In order to understand the absorption of waves near Oce/o = 1, first consider the relativistic
electron wave resonance condition [8]
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Where y is the relativistic factor y = (1 + p2)1/2, N11 is the parallel index of refraction, pl is the
component of momentum parallel to B in units of mc, and Oce and o are the cyclotron and wave
frequencies respectively. This condition defines a relationship between p1j, p, N, and co necessary
for wave-particle interaction. Figure 1 shows the elliptical contours in p space along which the
resonance condition is satisfied for various wave N and o. The spatial damping rate of the wave
will be determined by the integral of the derivatives of the momentum distribution function over these
contours. To use cyclotron absorption measurements for diagnosing distribution functions it is
important to choose the wave parameters such that the required information about f(p) is most easily
extracted from the measured data (usually the absorption rate averaged along a ray path). The choice
of the resonance contour with coce/o 1 and N finite (oblique propagation) allows measurement of
the parallel distribution function F(p1). The advantage of finite N is that the contours are shifted
ellipses such that there is only one intersection of the p1 axis at a sufficiently low energy to interact
with particles (here assumed to have energies E < 200 keV). This allows the wave to interact with
particles of a particular value of pl1 for a distribution where T is sufficiently small. The advantage of
o /o 2 1 is that the ellipses extend to large T and are far from the p1 axis so that the upper limit
placed on T to insure interaction at a single value of p1 is relatively large. For the choice of N =
0.4 and 1 oce/co the requirement for a nearly single valued p11 interaction is E 200 keV, T < 15
keV. These requirements are well-suited to the small fraction of energetic current carrying electrons
produced during Ohmic slide away or lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) plasmas in Versator II and
will be assumed to be satisfied for the purpose of theoretical analysis. The validity of these
assumptions will be discussed for the particular experimental conditions in section IV. In these
experiments the resonant contour is held nearly constant along a ray path by maintaining N and
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ce/Ao constant. In the tokamak geometry this is achieved with a vertical ray path tangential to the
surface of constant major radius R. The distribution function is related to the absorption rate along
such a ray path by a calculation following Ref. [8].
Cyclotron absorption is calculated from the dispersion tensor [8] expanded to lowest order in k pe
(valid for T 5 15 keV). In these experiments the plasma consists of two populations of electrons, a
very low temperature bulk, and a very small population of suprathermal electrons. The real parts of
the dispersion relation, D, are dominated by the bulk plasma and give the usual cold plasma
dispersion relation, while the imaginary parts of D are dominated by the resonant interaction with the
suprathermal particles provided Ik ve I << I O - oce where ve is the bulk thermal velocity. In this
limit, the anti-Hermitian parts of the dielectric tensor e", e 3 ' £3, are given by
2 2 P+ - ,ni
E ~ - 2 J p s-+ N p f(p ,pl) dp, (2
p_ pa 0
p1 0 = ((N 11p11 + Wce/ 2 p2 1/2
n = 8i,3 +5 j,3
.p= (N (ce/o ± (Oce 2  2 - 1 + N11 2 )1/2 )/(1 - N11 2
which corresponds to Eq. 8 of Ref [8] with e = e , - and E = IE . The integration
follows the resonance contour shown in figure 1.
With the following approximations: Id(ln(F(pil)))/d pi < l/p 1 , p, << (p ) /, and pl1  1, and Nil
~ .4 which are reasonable for slide away and RF driven distributions, the integral in Eq. 2 can be done
by parts to obtain
e ~ - G O, O oce/w, N )-F(p 0) (3ii ii P I 11 0
p1 o =(N 1 ce/o - N11 1/Nil (%Oe2 2 - 1 + N12 )1/2 )/(1 - N112
Ko 20) N n
G 2p ce N [p1 1 (N12-1) + N CO]~1 [N pO/O
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From Eq. 3 it is evident that all anti-Hermitian parts of e.. are proportional to a function of coldiJ
plasma factors and the resonant momentum p jo, and the quantity of interest F(pl10).
The imaginary part of k is then calculated from the imaginary part of the plasma dispersion
relation D which is expanded for k1 << kr to give
C , = - Imag(D) / ((a Dc/a N )2 +(D Dc/a N ) 2 1/2  (4
A
where v is a unit vector in the direction of the group velocity. Dc is the cold plasma dispersion
relation given by
Dc = 8c N+[ cl( c + E )N -clEc-c 3 (ci-E 2 )]Ni
+E c4Ec 3 N + 2 2 (5
.. _ xY e2
Ec1 cl , c (' X)(1-Y) (1-Y )
X = (2  2 = C
The imaginary part of D, D. is given by
Nt2) 2 2 2 N2 2  2 c' N)Di = E11 [2(E-c - N )(E Z-N)- N (E 3  N) - NN - 2c2 c3 N]
+ E 1-2(ESc - N2 N N - 2c 2 N IN] (6
+ Ef [(Eci - N )2 - N (c - N2 ) 2 ]
so that Eq. 3-6 give a relation between k and F(p I).
c ^k -v = I(op/o, ce/o, N ) F(p) (7
under the conditions stated above. Eq. 7 demonstrates that the damping rate of radiation propagating
oblique to the magnetic field can provide a direct measure of the parallel distribution function at a
particular pl1 and a known function of cold plasma parameters. The value of pil 0 is determined by Eq.
3 and can be adjusted by selection of the launched wave frequency. Together these relations provide
the theoretical basis for a measurement of the distribution of suprathermal electrons as a function of
their parallel momentum. The calculations are generalizations of work done for the more restrictive
cases of N11 = 0 [9] and F(p 1) equal to a constant [10].
These results are in agreement with numerical calculations of the imaginary part of N (Ni = cki/W)
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where the density of suprathermal particles is taken as independent of pl and Maxwellian in p. This
calculation is shown in figure 2 for the above case where radiation is launched in the X mode in a
plasma with Versator parameters, parabolic density profiles for both bulk and suprathermal particles,
and the perpendicular temperature of the suprathermals is 1 keV. N. is averaged over a straight ray
path tangential to the cylindrical surface of constant R, assuming B, >> BR or BZ. This particular
geometry forces N ,oce/ o, and the resonance contour to be nearly constant along the ray path.
There are, however, processes aside from cyclotron absorption which affect the transmitted wave
amplitude and the determination of the distribution function from attenuation measurements. The
primary one is refraction, which leads to bending of the straight ray paths and to the focusing and
defocusing of wave power. This affects the power at the receiving horn. Ray bending can also cause
a variation of oce/o along the ray path, since in the tokamak geometry B B R /R a ray that
ce(P (P0
bends out of a path along constant R will sample various coe/o along its path. Ray bending can also
lead to a variation of N along the ray path, both because k is proportional to 1/R and because of
poloidal field effects. The variation of oce and N have been investigated using the fully toroidal ray
tracing code TORCH [11] which shows that for vertically incident X-mode radiation these quantities
are nearly constant along a ray path (Ace/o 5 8%, AN /N 5%). For the rays of interest, in a
transmission measurement where the transmitting and receiving points are fixed, plasma refraction
leads to values of N as much as 30% greater than in vacuum. The latter effect is dependent on the
plasma parameters and can be calculated for each case of interest to provide the correct value of N11
in the formulas for F(p1j).
The most important effect of refraction is found to be the reduction of wave amplitude caused by
plasma refraction. Plasma refraction causes the wave amplitude at the receiving horn to be lower than
it would be in vacuum through two mechanisms. First the wave amplitude is affected by the change
in the divergence of the ray paths (defocusing) which results a broadening of the launched antenna
pattern and a reduction of the received power density. Second, ray bending causes a change in the
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angles of transmission and reception of the ray path connecting the transmitter and receiver. This
leads to a change in the ray amplitude if the source and receiver have radiation patterns that are
dependent on angle. These effects are calculated by using the TORCH code to follow a bundle of
rays that surround the ray which intersects the receiver. The divergence and launch angle of these
rays is then combined with the measured antenna patterns of the launching and receiving horns to
obtain the reduction of received power due to plasma refraction. The ray amplitude is found to be
reduced by as much as 70% in the Versator case, with the greatest reduction near eo c  =1
Compensating for these effects in experimental data by numerical calculation would require a detailed
knowledge of the plasma density profile, as well as antenna patterns.
In this work, instead of relying on a calculation of the non-resonant attenuation effects, the
asymmetry of the electron distribution in pil is exploited to allow a direct measure of them. This can
be understood by examining the resonance condition, Eq. 1, when the sign of N11 is changed.
Changing the sign of Nl rotates the resonance contours by ic about the p axis mapping p to -p.
The ratio of transmitted power with ± values of N1 can then be related to the difference in absorption
rates and hence the difference
Fp)-S.) I(o /' cp/o, Ni)- (Imag N= - Imag(k) ) (8
where I is the function shown in figure 2. This is a quantity of interest for the current carrying
distributions produced in Ohmic slide away and LHCD discharges since, in the energy range of E >
10 keV, F(+p 1 ) is small, as the current carriers must move in the -p 1 direction. The refractive
attenuation effects arise through the real part of the dispersion relation Eq. 5 in which N enters only
through N112 terms. As a result ray bundles differing only in the sign of Nil experience equal
refractive attenuation. Consequently the ratio of transmitted power of two beams of radiation with
opposite launch angle with respect to the normal to R can be interpreted as the anti symmetric part of
the parallel distribution function through Eq. 8. This ratio is independent of refractive attenuation or
any other attenuation even in N . In this experiment the attenuation of two rays with opposite N s
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are compared since R is nearly B 9 p and N11 is nearly N . Ray tracing calculations indicate that the
difference in the magnitude of N11 for rays of opposite N corresponds to a difference in p110 which is
less than the resolution in pl1 (Ap = .06) provided qa > 7. this limits the maximum plasma current
for which the analysis can be used to approximately 44 kA.
III. Experimental Apparatus
Wave transmission measurements have been performed on the Versator II tokamak with the
purpose of determining the parallel distribution of electrons produced in low density ohmic slide away
and LHCD plasmas. The Versator II parameters are B = 1.25T, -n = 2-20 x 1012 / cm 3 , I = 5-50
kA, and Te= 100-300 eV. The diagnostic consists of two sets of transmitter and receiver horns,
exciting and detecting waves with the polarization perpendicular to the magnetic field (E - B) at
frequencies of 26.5 - 34 GHz (oce/o = 1-1.3) with transmitted powers of ~ 1 mW. The horns define
the ray paths lying tangential to the constant B surface as shown in figure 3. These rays propagate
at angles with respect to the normal to B of ± 230 with 90% of the power in the X-mode. During
an experiment the frequency is swept over the entire range repeatedly with a period of 1 ms. The
transmitted power is detected coherently by mixing it with a signal proportional to the launched signal
and detecting the low frequency component (homodyne detection). This gives a measure of the
amplitude of the transmitted E field multiplied by the sin of the time independent part of its phase.
The retention of phase information allows the separation of power transmitted to the receiver in a
single pass through the plasma from that which makes multiple passes after being reflected off the
vacuum chamber walls. The separation technique is essentially to measure the frequency response of
the plasma and vacuum chamber system and use it to calculate the time response to a tone burst pulse,
and then to separate the single pass pulse based on its time of flight. To show how this can be done
consider the adiabatic limit where the frequency sweep rate of the source is much less than the wave
frequency. In this case the electric field seen at the mixer detector at any time during a sweep is
equivalent to the electric field due to a steady state sinusoid of frequency equal to the instantaneous
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frequency of the source. In this case the received signal during a frequency sweep can be considered
as a series of consecutive measurements at different frequencies of the response to a steady state
sinusoid. This is given by the
convolution theorem and the definition of the Fourier transform as
E(t) = f J [fsin(t') ei-jot dt'] H(o) e)t do (9
= - H e(-ot - H(c%) ecot]
where H(co) is the Fourier transform of the system impulse response, h(t).
H(co) = h(t) e-jwt dt (10
The mixer then multiplies this signal with a reference signal and averages over many periods to give a
voltage;
V()= <E(t) sin(%ct)> (11
1
= (H(-<o%) + H(co))
This voltage is recorded continuously as a function of wo over some range o ± Aco. Recognizing
that the measured voltage is essentially the Fourier transform of the system's impulse response allows
calculation of the impulse response by inverting the transform.
V'(t') 1 JI+ V(o) effOt dco (12
Inserting V(coo) and the definition of the impulse response h(t) gives, for transit times t' > 2/Ao;
V'(t') 1 h(t'-t) sin(Acot) e-jcot dt (13
This is recognized as the impulse response of the system to a tone burst with frequency co1 and a
modulation envelope of sin(Acot)/t. The V'(t) I calculated numerically from the V(t) measured with
an empty vacuum chamber and with a plasma present and is plotted for o = 28 GHz, o ce = 35 Ghz,
and Aco = 1.33 GHz in figure 4. Here the first group of peaks between t = 10-15 ns corresponds to
the pulse response of a single receiving horn. The first peak is caused by radiation making a single
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pass through the vacuum chamber. Later peaks are separated by - 2 ns corresponding to the time
delay in vacuum for multiple bounces off the top and bottom of the vacuum chamber. In order to
allow simultaneous measurements of transmission on two rays with the same detector, the signal from
the second receiver horn has been delayed in time by - 25 ns and sent to the same mixer. This
produces the second group of peaks between t = 35-40 ns. The amplitude of the initial peak in each
group is normalized to what it is in the vacuum case to give the transmission coefficient for wave
amplitude with no need for absolute calibration. This is done at five different frequencies each
millisecond, providing a measure of the transmission coefficient vs. oce/o. The rejection of the
unwanted multi-pass peaks was found to be 20 dB in the empty vacuum chamber. This has
allowed operation of the diagnostic with no microwave absorbing material to disturb the plasma or
vacuum system.
IV. Experimental Results
Results have been obtained for the time response of the transmission coefficient and distribution
function both in low density Ohmic discharges where the electric field produces energetic slide away
electrons, and during lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) where quasi linear diffusion sustains the
energetic particles. The time history of plasma parameters for the Ohmic discharges is shown in
figure 5. The Electron Cyclotron Transmission (ECT) data was collected during a 7 ms period at the
initiation of the current pulse. The frequency was swept once per millisecond and the transmission
was measured at 5 frequencies at each of 7 time steps. The results are shown in Fig. 6 with error bars
representing the standard deviation of four discharges. The first time step shows substantial and
nearly equal attenuation on both ray paths, consistent with attenuation mechanisms, such as refraction,
that are even in N and hence launch angle. Later in time the attenuation on the ray path which is
resonant with the energetic electron tail increased, indicating the presence of current carrying
electrons with momentum opposite to the direction of positive current flow. The second time step
shows the asymmetry in transmission primarily in the lowest two Oce/o cases corresponding to
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electrons appearing first at low energy. At later times the transmission asymmetry was also present at
higher values of ) e/o corresponding to increasing electron energy with time. This time dependence
is similar to the - 2 ms rise time of the emission of radiation at the second harmonic of the cyclotron
frequency perpendicular to B in the horizontal plane (2Fce in fig. 5). For the optically thin Versator
II plasmas this emission is an indication of suprathermal electrons. The last frame shows the
asymmetry in transmission for t ~ 15 ms for a discharge where the direction of current flow was
reversed, and shows a clear reversal of the asymmetry. Finally the attenuation of the ray which was
not resonant with the current carrying electrons is averaged over all time steps and shown in figure 7
compared with theoretical calculations of refractive attenuation for this case that was described in
Section II. The measurements indicate somewhat greater nonresonant attenuation than is predicted by
the ray tracing calculation of refraction. This could be explained by other processes not included in
the ray tracing calculation such as scattering from plasma turbulence, cyclotron absorption on a
symmetric distribution of energetic particles, or variations of the density profile from the parabolic
model assumed.
The time dependence of the distribution function deduced from the asymmetric part of the
transmission via the method of section II is shown in figure 8 along with an analytic calculation for
the shape of the distribution of runaway electrons when confinement is ideal [12]. The parameters for
the calculation were V .op= 58 V, Zi= 2, ne= 2x102 /cm 3. The time dependence of the distribution
shows particles progressing from low energy to high energy in response to the applied electric field.
In particular the distribution function at t = 1 ms is essentially zero in all energy bins, while the
following time steps show electrons appearing first at low energy and then at higher energies. A
steady state was reached after 4 ms, where the velocity moment of the measured distribution function
indicates that 42 % of the total plasma current is carried by particles in the energy range of the
measurement. The T determined from a best fit to a maxwellian is 45 keV which is not quite as
high as the prediction shown in figure 8. It is also noted that the highest CO ce/Ao (highest energy) point
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shows a small asymmetry at t = I ms, when there should be no energetic particles present. That the
asymmetry in the highest ace/o measurements is caused by a small asymmetry in the measurement
system is indicated by the fact the asymmetry reverses when the current reverses. In fact, accounting
for asymmetries in the instrument by normalizing all measured asymmetries in transmission to the
earliest in time measurement brings the distribution measured with the current forward and reversed
into closest agreement. This leads to the correction shown in the 5 to 7 ms distribution shown in
figure 8. Other measurements made out to t = 13 ms showed little difference from the distributions
measured for t= 4-7 ms. Measurements of the hard x-ray spectrum between 20 keV and 200 keV
show that the count rate decreases by a factor of 100 from 20 to 160 keV (T - 30 keV) indicating
that few particles were present above the 200 keV energy cutoff assumed in the analysis of F(p1).
However measurements of hard x-rays in the range 20 keV - 200 keV provide little additional
information about the particles in the range of the cyclotron transmission diagnostic (5 keV - 50 keV)
due to the fact that they represent an integral over momentum space which includes particles above 50
keV. A calculation of the T for this case is presented in Ref. [12] and gives T4 = 2 to 8.5 keV in this
energy range which supports the low T assumption in the above analysis
Measurements have also been made in discharges where the current was sustained by lower hybrid
current drive and the single turn loop voltage was approximately zero. The time history of the plasma
parameters are shown in Figure 9. The R.F. system operated at a frequency of 2.45 GHz and
launched lower-hybrid waves by means of a four waveguide antenna. This system is described in
Ref. [13]. The primary difference between the initial inductive phase of these discharges and the
previous ones is that in the former the initial density was much higher and the loop voltage was
somewhat lower. These changes were made in order to reduce the slide away population produced in
the start up phase, so as to minimize the suprathermal population before the R. F. drive was initiated.
The Ohmic heating transformer was open circuited at t=5 ms and the current was allowed to
inductively decay'. The R. F. power was turned on at 16 ms which forces the plasma loop voltage to
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near zero by - 18 ms. The flat top current was then sustained at a level of 18 kA, Fig. 9. The
electron cyclotron transmission measurement was started 1 ms before the beginning of the R. F. pulse
and continued 6 ms into the flat top region. In order to reduce statistical variations the measured
distributions have been averaged over the first and second, third through fifth, and sixth and seventh
time steps, as well as over four identical discharges. The results are shown in figure 10 with error
bars representing the standard deviation of four discharges. Fast electrons were seen to be sustained
during the R. F. pulse as expected during steady state R. F. current drive. The slope of the
distribution decreased slightly as the loop voltage fell, reaching an equilibrium in < 2.5 ms. The rise
time of the radiation at the second harmonic of Oce was also - 2.5 ms. From the measured F(p) the
equilibrium current carried by the particles in this energy range is calculated to be .7 Itotal* These
measurements indicate that the suprathermal distribution was being sustained by the lower hybrid
waves in the absence of electric fields in qualitative agreement with the theory of LHCD [14]. A
calculation of the T for this case is presented in Ref.[15] where the distribution is assumed flat
between zero and some cutoff energy. Using a cutoff energy of 50 keV, Vloop= 0 , and other
parameters the same as for the inductive case, this calculation gives T <7.5 keV, justifying the
analysis for determining F(p1).
V. Conclusions
It has been shown theoretically that the measurement of absorption rate at and below the electron
cyclotron frequency can give a direct measure of the perpendicularly averaged current carrying
distribution function F(p 1), if the T is sufficiently low (T < 15 keV) and T is sufficiently high (T
>E ). The effect of refractive attenuation can be removed because of its symmetry in N by making
measurements along two ray paths with equal and opposite N I. This is achieved by launching
radiation along paths oppositely directed in (p which for sufficiently low current (qa > 7) provides
nearly opposite (N 11). A technique has been demonstrated to measure the single pass absorption rate
even in the presence of reflecting chamber walls. The results show the non-resonant attenuation of
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radiation in this range to be somewhat greater than that which can be explained by refraction alone.
The additional resonant part of the attenuation caused by absorption by energetic electrons is
consistent in frequency dependence, time dependence, and amplitude with measurements of cyclotron
emission and total plasma current. The measured distribution function F(p11) during inductive drive
shows a large parallel temperature, but one that is lower than is predicted for Coulomb scattering
alone. During the R. F. current drive, F(p11) is found to flatten and increase above the level
established during the inductive phase of the discharge. This technique provides a new measure of the
suprathermal distribution of electrons in tokamak plasmas.
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Figure Captions
1. Resonance contour in momentum space for waves with N = 0 and 0.4 for
frequencies just below the cyclotron fundamental.
2. Numerical calculation of the imaginary part of N due to suprathermal
electrons for N = 0.4 in the limit k p << 1. N. is averaged over
parabolic density and current profiles for F(p 1) = 101 /cm 3 , T = 1
12 3keV, for peak densities ne = 2 to 10 x 10 1 2 / cm
3. Experimental configuration of the two ray measurement showing the mixer
for signal detection and delay line.
4. System fast time response calculated from measured data, with and without
plasma for oce/co = 1.2, ne = 2 x i01 2 / cm 3 . The peaks between 10 and
20 ns are caused by the initial ray and its reflections from the vacuum
vessel. The peaks between 35 and 45 ns are caused by the delayed ray.
5. Plasma time history for Ohmic case showing measurement period for the
transmission diagnostic (ECT).
6. Time history of the received electric field during the Ohmic discharge
showing similar transmission characteristics for both resonant and
non-resonant rays at t = 1 ms, and an asymmetric reduction in transmission
progressing from low %oe/o to high ot/o in time. Also shown is a late in
time measurement with similar conditions but with the current reversed,
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showing reversal of the attenuation asymmetry.
7. Transmission of the non-resonant ray in the Ohmic case, compared with
refractive attenuation calculated by the toroidal ray tracing code.
8. The asymmetric part of the momentum distribution function
( Fa(pE) = 1/2(F(pj) - F(-pj)) ) vs. parallel energy deduced from the
asymmetry in transmission measured in the Ohmic case at different times,
is compared with theory for the equilibrium distribution function for ideal
confinement from Ref [12].
9. Plasma time history for the LHCD case showing measurement time period for
the transmission diagnostic (ECT) and forward R. F. power.
10. The asymmetric part of the momentum distribution vs. parallel energy
deduced from the asymmetry in the transmission measured during the
initiation of lower hybrid current drive.
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